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Industrial Relations in Construction

• The parties of industry constitute of:

• 1. the employee (labor force)

• 2. the employer

• 3. the union
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Labor Force

• Construction as industry has a poor record in 
attracting and holding a high caliber labor.

• The industry is perceived to provide an 
unattractive and un certain career.

• Construction works was associated with long 
hours .

• Poor occupational health & safety,

• Unreliable provision of welfare services
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• Wages in building industry were lower than 
those for manual workers in all industry & 
services.

• Much labor used in construction is unrecorded 
labor force is self-employed or employed as 
labor – only subcontractors

• The informal labor reach 50% of the total.
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A Union

• is a formal association of workers that 
promotes the interests of its members 
through collective action. 

• The state of unions varies among countries 
depending on the culture and the laws that 
define union-management relationships
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When Management Faces a Union

• Employers usually would rather not have to 
deal with a union.

• The wages paid union workers are higher, and 
unions constrain what managers can and 
cannot do in a number of HR areas. 

• However, unions can be associated with 
higher productivity, although that may occur 
when management has to find labor-saving

• ways of doing work to offset higher wage costs
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Why Employees Unionize

• They are dissatisfied with how they are 
treated by their employers and feel the union 
can improve the situation.

• If the employees do not get organizational 
justice from their employers, they turn to the 
union to assist them in getting what they 
believe is equitable.

• Important factors seem to be wages and 
benefits, job security, and supervisory 
treatment.
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• The primary determinant of whether 
employees unionize is management.

• If management treats employees like valuable 
human resources, then employees generally 
feel no need for outside representation. 
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• Unions may contact employees in industries 
or occupations where they have a traditional 
interest, or in new areas where expansion 
seems possible.

• The following are some indicators identified 
by unions to predict when a unionization 
attempt might be successful in a given  
organization:
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1.Dissatisfaction with wages and benefits

2.Dissatisfaction with safety or job security

3. Boring or demeaning jobs

4. Poor supervisory practices, including 
insufficient communication

5. Lack of power to make changes
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• When these indicators are present, the 
employees might choose a union to represent 
them.

• If employees choose a union to represent 
them, management and union representatives 
enter into formal bargaining (good deal) over 
certain issues such as pay scales, benefits, and 
working conditions.
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Union Decline Worldwide

• Over the past several decades, the statistics 
on union membership have told a 
disheartening story for organized labor 
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• Craft union

– A union whose members do one type of work, often 
using specialized skills and training.

• Industrial union

– A union that includes many persons working in the 
same industry or company, regardless of jobs held.

• Federation

– A group of autonomous national and international 
unions.
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• Local Unions

• Local unions may be centered around

– a particular employer organization or 

– around a particular geographic location. 

• Officers in local unions are elected by the 
membership and are subject to removal if 
they do not perform satisfactorily
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The Process of Unionizing

• The process of unionizing an employer may begin 
in one of two primary ways:

• (1) union targeting of an industry or company, or 
(2) employee requests. 

• In the former case, the local or national union 
identifies a firm or industry in which it believes 
unionization can succeed. 

• The logic for targeting is that if the union is 
successful in one firm or a portion of the industry, 
then many other workers in the industry will be 
more willing to consider unionizing.
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• Collective bargaining, 

• the last step in unionization, is the process 
whereby representatives of management and 
workers negotiate over wages, hours, and 
other terms and conditions of employment.
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• Classification of Bargaining Issues

– Mandatory

– Permissive (open-minded or liberal), and

– illegal. 
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• Mandatory issues

• Collective bargaining issues that are identified 
specifically by labor laws or court decisions as 
being subject to bargaining.
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• The following issues have been ruled to be 
mandatory subjects for bargaining:

• Discharge of employee

• Vacations

• Job security

• Christmas bonuses

• Grievances (complaints) 

• Rest- and lunch-break rules
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• Work schedules 

• Safety rules

• Union security and dues check-off(deduction 
from wage)

• Profit-sharing plans

• Retirement and pension (retirement fund) 
coverage

• Required physical exams
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• Permissive issues

• Collective bargaining issues that are not 
mandatory but relate to certain jobs.

• For example, the following issues can be 
bargained over if both parties agree:

– Benefits for retired employees

– Product prices for employees

– Performance bonds
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• illegal issues

• Collective bargaining issues that would require 
either party to take illegal action..

• The Bargaining Process

• The collective bargaining process is made up 
of a number of stages: preparation, initial 
demands, negotiations, settlement, or 
impasse (deadlock) , and strikes or lockouts 
(exclude).
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• Preparation and Initial Demands

• Both labor and management representatives 
spend much time preparing for negotiations.

• Employer and industry data concerning wages, 
benefits, working conditions, management 
and union rights, productivity, and absence 
are gathered.
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• Continuing Negotiations

• After opening positions have been taken, each 
side attempts to determine what the other 
values highly so the best bargain can be truck. 
For example, the union may be asking the 
employer to pay for dental benefits as part of 
a package that also includes wage demands 
and retirement benefits
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• Settlement and Contract Agreement

• After an initial agreement has been made, the 
bargaining parties usually return to their 
respective constituencies to determine if what 
they have informally agreed

• on is acceptable. A particularly crucial stage is 
ratification of the labor agreement, which 
occurs when union members vote to accept 
the terms of a negotiated agreement.
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The Employers

• 170,000 firms in operation in the building 
industry in UK.

• 85,000 offer services as main contractor,

• The reminder being specailists (single persons, 
sole traders)

• Small number of large companies.
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• Larger firms working in building are typically 
divided into:

• Civil engineering

• Building

• Property development

• Housing & Materials extraction 

• Manufacture
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Employers associations

An employer association is an organization
that represents a group of employers who
share similar interests or areas of trade and
aims to promote and represent their
opinions and concerns.

The Employers Association has been
providing human resources and training

services to organizations and members.
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The nature of industry and how its markets are 
divided has implications for the nature of 
employers associations.
The principal employers associations are:
 Building Employers Confederation BEC
 Federation of Master Builders FMB
National Federation of Roofing Contractors 
NFRC
Federation of Civil Engineering Contractor 
FCEC

Employers associations
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The relatively small number of large firms means 
that the principal employers federations are not 

numerically strong.

This fragmentation has been recognized by 
building employers in the early 1990s. A 

coordinating body for employers was formed. This 
body brought together the principle employers 
federations, namely BEC, FMB, FCEC and other 

federations.  

Employers associations
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Role of Employers Associations

Thus the employers organizations are 
numerically weak, and internally subdivided. 

However, employers associations have several 
roles to perform on  behalf of their members.
This role can be summarized in the fields of:
 Economic
 Advisory
 Regulatory
 Representation
Technical and commercial services.
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The role of the employers 
associations

• The employer associations are numerically 
weak and internally subdivided

• The employers associations have several roles 
to perform on behalf of their members

• 1. Economic

• Leads the negotiation between the employers 
and the trades union on the wages rate and 
condition of employments for the craftsman.
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• 2. Advisory

• Employer Association provide members with 
an information service which is related to the 
company trade  like

– Impact of legislation upon building industry

– Wages monitoring service

– Research & development progress report
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• 3. Regulatory
– Regulate and administer agreements they have 

reached on behalf of their members

– Provide facilities for the settlement of dispute bet 
unions and individual agreements.

• 4.Representation
– Employer association with trade union seek to have 

their point of view made known to the decision 
maker.

– It will make representation to the government when 
seeking to amend spesific legislation

– Attempt to be part of economic planing
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• 5.Technical and commercial services

• For small and medium contractor the 
following are  advised  by the association:

– Assistance in negotiated contract conditions

– Legal advice

– Cost and estimating advice

– Miscellaneous commercial advice
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Industrial relations systems

• The minimum standards for employment 
conditions in the building industry are covered 
by the National Working Rule Agreement

• Wages

– Basic rates

– Extra payment for skill and responsibility

– Bonus arrangement
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• Hour 

– Working hours

– Overtime  premiums

– Shift work premiums

– Night work premiums

• Holiday

– Annual and public holidays
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• Allowances

– Travelling allowances

– Arrangement for working away from home

– Sickness and injury benefits

– Tool and clothes allowances

• Apprentices

– Employment conditions

– Training conditions
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• Safety 

– Hard hat

– Safety representatives

• Disputes

– Dispute procedures

– Termination of employment

• Benefits

– Death and retirement benefits
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Employee relations
•Employee relations is refer to relation 
between operatives and managers and 
system that attempt to pose control.
•Good Employee relations are outcome of 
managing the topics of employees relation 
such as :

•Health and safety .
•Equity and cultural diversity.
•Compensation
•Reward
•Termination
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• Employee relations must be understood 
within :

– Economic 

– Cultural

– Social

– Political context of specific countries.

• The roles of unions managers and employers 
will be studied to explore the nature of 
employee relations. 
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Unitary and pluralistic perspectives   
on employee relations

• The employment relationship is a key of 
managing HR because it bring together the 
right, power, legitimacy & obligation for both 
employers and employee.

• The  traditional view is to associate it with 
rules and procedures relating to employment.
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• Trade unions was seen to protect the interests 
of members, using collective bargaining to 
improve conditions.

• It is important to distinguish between the 
unitary or pluralistic perspective in two views:

– The unitary perspective : views the organization 
as a harmonious environment in which 
management and employees share common 
goals. Trade unions are unnecessary because 
there are accepted leaders and single focus 
efforts.
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–The pluralistic perspective : see the 
organization as a collection of distinct and 
competing subgroups that compete for 
power , frequently conflicting with each 
other . Pluralistic theories focus on conflict 
resolution. This needs the existence of 
unions .
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• Major social change affected the industrial 
relations. the following factors are considered

– Higher level of unemployment 

– Self employment 

– Economic changes

• All there changes leads to a decline in trade 
union membership

• The structure of the modern construction 
industry poses problems for union – driven 
collective bargaining in that the vast majority 
of firms are small.
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Approaches to managing employee 
relations

• Many factors are likely to play part in 
determining best approach of managing 
employees relations :

– Type of product .

– Labor markets .

– Type of technology in operation .

– The internal structure.

– Organizational culture .
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Purcell and session Model, 1983

• Classification of approaches to managing 
employee relations:

• 1. Traditionalists: adopt a policy of “ forceful 
opposition” to trade unions and an overtly 
exploitative approach towards theirs 
employees.
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• 2. Sophisticated paternalists , companies like 
Hewlett-Packard , Marks & Spencer, Kodak 
,tends to be non-union, but differ from 
traditionalists where the spent time and 
money to develop personnel policies.
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• 3. Standard Modern : is considered to be the 
most common category and is characterized 
as pragmatic and opportunistic .

• 4. Sophisticated modern, long-term and 
positive approach to trade unions, legitimizing 
their role. Union can help in stability, promote 
approval, assist in good communication and 
help in change.
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Bernardin and Russell Model, 1998

• Approaches for management of employees 
relations Depends on (focuses)on power 
relationship and participation

1. Adversarial, managers do what they want 
employees are expected to fit in .

2. Traditional ,managers propose strategies and 
employee react through their elected 
representatives , 
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3. Partnerships, managers involve employees in 
marking decisions but ultimately make the 
decisions themselves 

4. Power-sharing , managers directly and 
genuinely involve Employees in day- to-day 
and strategic decision – marking.
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